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Tennis kids
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in Thurso
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Vale’s late
leveller is a
bitter blow
Football

By Alan Hendry

Michael Dunn stops Alan Hughes (top); Richard Macadie gets ahead of
Matthew Wallace (left); Danny Mackay and Colin Charlesworth.

It felt like a defeat, admits
Wick manager McKenna
WICK manager Tom McKenna
admitted it felt like a defeat after
Deveronvale snatched a share of
the points in the dying stages of
Saturday’s match.
“I thought it was a game we
really dominated,” McKenna said
after the 2-2 draw. “It was just
our decision-making and a couple
of mistakes that ruined the day
for us.
“We should have seen it
through but it wasn’t to be. In the
changing room afterwards the
lads were really down – they had
put so much into the game.
“Okay, it’s a point, but it felt
more like a loss to them and from
Deveronvale’s point of view it
probably feels like a victory.
“For the first goal Sean
[McCarthy] held his hands

up – he just got caught in two
minds. It was a mistake, but Sean
probably gives us 12 to 15 points
a season with his quality.
“I said at half-time to the lads,
if you’re not going to be clinical
enough in front of goal and finish
teams off it’s going to come back
to bite you – and it has done.
“We were creating chance after
chance, but you’ve got to punish
teams.
“On the positive side the
performance levels and fitness
levels are there now. Sam
Mackay was exceptional and was
deservedly man of the match.
“It’s a hard one to take, but it’s
a point against a team who did
the double over us last year. It’s
taking small steps to get to where
we want to be.”

A STOPPAGE-time equaliser
denied Wick Academy a first
Highland League win of the season on Saturday as Deveronvale
escaped from Harmsworth Park
with a 2-2 draw.
Colin Charlesworth’s breakaway strike was a bitter blow for
the Scorries who had been well on
top after gifting the visitors an early opener. Sam Mackay’s stunning
leveller and Craig Gunn’s clinical
finish looked to have set Academy
on course for all three points, but
they paid the price for not putting
the game out of Vale’s reach.
There was one change to the
Wick line-up from the midweek
cup win against Invergordon, with
Gunn starting in place of the injured Davie Allan.
Deveronvale had done the double over Academy last term and
they inflicted more punishment
with eight minutes gone after
Sean McCarthy badly misjudged
a kick-out. Ross Archibald’s shot
was saved but Robert Scott was on
hand to tap in the rebound.
On 20 minutes Gunn burst
through on goal but was slightly
stumbling as he rounded the keeper and the ball rolled wide.
The Scorries were raising the
tempo now and Gordon MacNab
drove in from the left only to see
his shot parried by Grant Pennet.
The equaliser came in spectacular fashion after 22 minutes as
Mackay fired a swerving right-foot
shot into the far corner.
Gunn picked out Alan Hughes
with a superb reverse pass but the
forward was crowded out.

Academy’s Sam Mackay pursues Vale’s Ross Archibald.

Academy got themselves in front
three minutes after the break when
Richard Macadie played the ball
through to Gunn, who dispatched
a powerful strike beyond Pennet.
By the time Vale’s Ross Aitken
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was sent off for a second bookable offence, a home win appeared
to be a formality. Then came the
sucker punch as the visitors raced
upfield and Charlesworth gleefully
slammed the ball past McCarthy.

DUNBEATH CASTLE GARDEN
OPEN FOR CHARITY (Wick RNLI) • SUNDAY 11 AUGUST, 2 – 5PM
TRADITIONAL WALLED GARDEN | MAGNIFICENT HERBACEOUS BORDERS | GREENHOUSE PLANTS
WOODLANDS WALK | TEAS | VARIOUS STALLS & IN ATTENDANCE WICK RBLS PIPE BAND
Admission £6 | Concessions £3 | A great day out for all the family!

